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Accurate positions and nonradiative lifetimes of states belonging to the adiabaticA state of LiH are
estimated. The results coming from a Golden Rule treatment in the adiabatic scheme present
excellent agreement with those obtained through a diabatic close coupling calculation. That
confirms the accuracy reached in both approaches and also in the treatment of the diabatic–adiabatic
transformation. It involves, in particular, an effective phase control that is needed to properly
estimate nonadiabatic couplings. Also, a powerful numerical procedure to obtain energy profiles in
the diabatic close coupling frame is described and applied in this work. ©1997 American Institute
of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!01048-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Accurate calculation of spectral profiles is an importa
tool in carrying out detailed comparisons between theoret
results and experimental data allowing physical insight
molecular systems. For isolated transitions, as is the c
here for theA state of LiH ~A←X transition!, we have
simple Lorentzian profiles governed by radiative and non
diative dissociation processes. Despite that LiH is the s
plest heteroatomic molecule and a considerable experime
interest has been devoted to it~for a review see Ref. 1!, only
radiative lifetimes has been theoretically studied.2,3 Nonradi-
ative lifetimes have been crudely estimated by Zemkeet al.4

to be of the order of the microsecond, while a somew
better estimation was given by Tillet al.5 using anXa ap-
proach. However, this approach is doubtful here becaus
the neutral ionic crossing which imprints both theX and A
states. Their large order of magnitude (ms! as compared with
radiative lifetimes~ns! made nonradiative lifetimes difficul
to be measured. Therefore, the actual knowledge on this
sic dissociative process only relies on approximate theo
cal estimations. We present here a realistic study for all
vibrational levels of theA state of the7LiH.

A difficulty in the theoretical calculation is that this ra
diationless process obviously breaks the usual Bo
Oppenheimer~BO! approach and evaluation of matrix el
ments of nuclear momentum operators are needed. W
the BO approximation, the bound vibrational levels of theA
state have an infinite nonradiative lifetime. The actual fin
nonradiative lifetime can be estimated within the adiaba
scheme from a golden rule approach involving the dyna
coupling with the continuum of the ground stateX. Another
approach, based on a close coupling vibronic approach,
be implemented using a diabatic representation involv
only potential couplings within a manifold of electronic d
abatic states.

In a previous study6 we have determined nearly all adia
batic and diabatic1S states below the ionic limit. This stud
J. Chem. Phys. 107 (24), 22 December 1997 0021-9606/97/107(24
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has been recently extended to calculate dipole moments7 and
to enlarge the range of internuclear distances. Taking adv
tage of a diabatic representation, we determine here in b
adiabatic and diabatic schemes nonradiative lifetimes for
the vibrational levels of theA state. Since the two ap
proaches use completely different coupling operators, ag
ment between them emphasizes the accuracy of the calc
tion. In the adiabatic scheme, the resonances of the A s
appear well separated and their associated widths are
pected to be rather narrow due to the large energy differe
with the X state. Hence, a Fermi’s Golden Rule to estim
nonradiative lifetimes should be reliable. Using this appro
mation, we have evaluated in the present work the full d
namic couplings including first and second derivatives
contrast with the previously mentioned estimation whe
only the radial coupling has been taken into account. A pr
tical numerical difficulty arises from the phase factors. Sin
the adiabatic states result from independent diagonalizati
they may change phase from one internuclear distanc
another. However, the integration over the whole intern
clear range, where vibrational wave functions are nonvan
ing, requires that the coupling does not change arbitrary
sign. When only two states are involved, this problem can
easily solved,8 but we are dealing here with a manifold o
eight states and have had to implement an original ‘‘ph
fixer’’ algorithm.

Using now the eight diabatic states, seven neutr
Li ~2s,2p,3s,3p,3d,4s,4p!H and one ionic Li1H2, a close cou-
pling calculation presents two main difficulties. Since t
resonances are very narrow we need a very accurate g
for the positions which should be within the narrow width
To realize the difficulty, suffice to recall that a lifetime of
ms means a width of 5.331026 cm21. According to the
Fano’s theory, the width is related to the Lorenztian lin
shape of the amplitude of the bound part of the vibratio
wave function. In order to save storage, this amplitude
10515)/10515/8/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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10516 Gadéa et al.: Nonradiative lifetimes for LiH
here evaluated using a direct method within a propaga
formalism.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II is devo
to the Golden Rule calculations, the main features of ad
batic and diabaticab initio calculations being also include
there. In Section III we present the approach developed
the close coupling calculation using the diabatic represe
tion and compare the results. Finally, some conclusions
outlined in Section IV.

II. GOLDEN RULE CALCULATION IN THE ADIABATIC
REPRESENTATION

In the adiabatic representation, for each internuclear
tanceR, a set ofn eigenvectors of the electronic Hamiltonia
(c i ; i 51,n) is used. The corresponding eigenvalues defi
the usual adiabatic potential energy curves (Ei ; i 51,n) for
the nuclear motion. The resolution of the vibrational equ
tion

@T1Ei~R!#x iv5Eivx iv , ~1!

where T52 (1/2m)(]2/]R2) is the nuclear kinetic energ
operator in the nonrotating diatomic approximation, leads
a discrete spectrum (Eiv ,x iv) and to a continuum one
(E,x iE). Beyond the Born-Oppenheimer approximation,
have to evaluate dynamic couplings between the adiab
states. There are two kind of terms

f i j ~R!5^c i u
]

]R
c j & ~2!

and

hi j ~R!5^c i u
]2

]R2
c j&. ~3!

Only h presents nonvanishing diagonal elements which c
tribute to the adiabatic correction leading to new potentia

Ei
ac~R!5Ei~R!2

1

2m
hii ~R! ~4!

and therefore to new discrete (Eiv
ac,x iv

ac) and continuum
(E,x iE

ac) spectra. When a bound level of statej is resonant
with a continuum level of statei , the bound state has a finit
nonradiative lifetime which can be estimated using
Golden Rule

G i← j52pu^x iEuWi j ux j v&u2, ~5!

t i← j5
1

G i← j
, ~6!

whereW is the full dynamic coupling

Wi j ~R!52
1

2mS hi j ~R!12 f i j ~R!
]

]RD . ~7!

It can be easily shown that the integral appearing in Eq.~5! is
symmetric ini and j despite the derivative operator acts
one case on the bound vibrational wave function and in
other case on the continuum one. We will use the resid
difference as a test of the numerical accuracy of the calc
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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tion. For the evaluation ofG, hi j is often neglected withou
further justification; the expression is then no longer sy
metric with respect to thei↔ j permutation.

Taking advantage of the diabatic representat
(w i ; i 51,n) where f i j vanish, dynamic couplings can b
easily evaluated. The two representations are related by aR
dependent unitary transformation

w j5(
i

Ui j
† ~R!c j , ~8!

~U†U5I !. ~9!

We used an Hellmann-Feynman expression to evaluatef

f i j ~R!5
1

Ej~R!2Ei~R!FU~R!
]V

]R
U†~R!G

i j

, ~10!

whereV is the electronic Hamiltonian in the diabatic bas
set ~now nondiagonal!. The diabatic potentials as well a
their couplings vary smoothly and their derivatives do n
present discontinuities. In turn,h can be readily obtained
from f using the closure relation

I nn.(
i 51

n

uw i&^w i u ~11!

leading to

hi j 5~ f 2! i j 1
] f i j

]R
. ~12!

Since the matrixf is antisymmetric (f i j 52 f j i ), all the di-
agonal elements (f 2) i i are negative and will lead to a positiv
contribution to the adiabatic correction.

In a previous study, the calculation off using relation
~10! has been compared to directab initio estimations.9 The
comparison is fairly good which clearly shows that the
sidual radial coupling between the diabatic states is
tremely small and validates the diabatization procedure u
In addition, the physical origin of the peaks in the rad
coupling is enlightened by a clear correlation with the cro
ings in the diabatic curves. This study10 has confirmed the
known neutral-ionic crossings and revealed unexpec
neutral-neutral ones at short distances.

A. Phases

Sincef and its derivative enter in the integral~5! overR,
it is necessary that the matrix elements do not change
phase from one point to another. Here again, we take ad
tage of the diabatic representation where by construction
diabatic states do have a global phase, the same for all in
nuclear distances. The problem can thus be restricted to
matrix U. For anyR value we have

c i5(
j

U ji ~R!w j . ~13!

We want to insure a global phase factor for thec vectors as
defined by the columns of the matrixU. We notice that since
R is here a parameter, all quantities related toU should
behave smooth as a function of this parameter. In particu
o. 24, 22 December 1997
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10517Gadéa et al.: Nonradiative lifetimes for LiH
the determinant ofU should not present any discontinui
and remain constant since it can be only 1 or21. Keeping
this argument in mind, we turn back to a 2 by 2unitary
transformation which can be written analytically and co
sider an avoided crossing. Going through it, a useful cr
rium to avoid any change of sign of the determinant is
impose at consecutive pointsR1 and R2 the following re-
quirement:

^c i~R1!uc i~R2!&5(
j

Ui j
† ~R1!U ji ~R2!.0. ~14!

The adiabatic vectors are ordered according to their
ergy, independently of their intrinsic characteristics and t
overlap can be small. In particular, if the two points are
different sides of the avoided crossing and, in addition, if
crossing is only weakly avoided, the overlap can be a
trarily small. Indeed, as long as this overlap does not van
the criterium is effective in fixing the phase of the two ve
tors at pointR2. For the general case with n larger than tw
~n58 in the present study!, we have adopted the same crit
rium and realized that it remains successful. An alterna
could have been to follow the largest component of the a
batic vectors, but such an approach leads to severe trou
when going through an avoided crossing.

B. Extrapolation to short distances

We have used a pseudopotential for the lithium c
which prevents confidence ofab initio calculations for very
shorts distances where the hydrogen atom is penetrating
the core. Extrapolation of repulsive walls is, however,
quired in order to account for the inner exponential decay
the vibrational wave functions. Extrapolation of the adiaba
energies is straightforward by resorting to a usual anal
expressionAexp(2BR)/R and fitting the parametersA andB
to reproduce theab initio results at the two shortest distanc
calculated (R51.8and 2.0 a.u.!. The extrapolation of the
unitary transformationU for the diabatic representation re
quires a special attention. We used here a switching func
which smoothly matchesU to the unit matrixI . The proce-
dure is as follows. AtR0 ~51.8 a.u. here! we knowU0, for
R,R0 we define the matrixM ,

M5 f ~R!U01~12 f ~R!!I , ~15!

where f (R) is a Gaussian function centered atR0, where
f 51, and the results are almost not sensitive to the rem
ing parameter. FromM , using an orthogonal symmetri
transformation, a unitary matrixU is reached,

U5M ~M†M !2 1/2 ~16!

and the extrapolatedV matrix is given by

V5U†EU, ~17!

whereE is the diagonal matrix of the extrapolated adiaba
energies. The objective of this extrapolation procedure is
insure reasonable adiabatic energies and consistency wit
diabatic picture. The width we are looking for are so sm
that any inconsistency leads to disagreement in the fi
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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comparison between the adiabatic and diabatic approac
Simpler procedures like direct extrapolation of theVi j matrix
elements have also been tested. They are less robust
subject to artifacts such as oscillations in the adiabatic e
gies.

C. Practical implementation and results

In practice, we have used the following procedure. Fo
grid of 110 interatomic distances ranging from 1.8 to 2
a.u. we determine by theab initio methods described in Refs
6,11,12 the matricesVi j (Ra)( i , j 51,8;a51,110). For each
Ra the V matrix is diagonalized defining the rotation matr
U(Ra). Extrapolation to short distances is performed and
phases are controlled. Dynamical couplingsf i j and hi j are
computed according to equations~11! and ~13! and finally
the nonradiative lifetimes are evaluated using the usual a
batic potentials and also using the adiabatic corrections g
by equation~4!.

We plot adiabatic and diabatic curves in Figures 1 and
The present calculations have been carried out taking
account a correction for the hydrogen electroaffinity. W
used aR dependent correction of the ionic diabatic cur
which accounts for basis set limitations. At short distanc

FIG. 1. Potential energy curves for LiH1S states in the adiabatic represen
tation with and without the correction for the electroaffinity of hydrogen
o. 24, 22 December 1997
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10518 Gadéa et al.: Nonradiative lifetimes for LiH
the lithium basis set increases the local completeness on
hydrogen atom and the error decreases with respect to
asymptotic error. In a preceding study we have shown
the results with and without the asymptotic correction bra
ets all the observed vibrational spacings for theA state.
Thus, the main errors in theab initio calculation come from
basis set limitations for the determination of the hydrog
electroaffinity. As can be seen in Table VI of Ref. 6 theR
dependent correction leads to realistic vibrational spacing
good agreement with the observed ones.

The resultingf i j ,hi j ,hii and hj j are reported in Fig. 3
for the statesi 5X and j 5A. There is no arbitrary change o
sign for eitherf or h. The contributionhi j is not vanishingly
small and clearly cannot be neglected for the evaluation
the nonradiative lifetimes. The peaks ofhii andhj j and the
oscillations ofhi j near R52 a.u. should be related to th
high energy crossings between the neutral diabatic cu
~2s,2p, . . .!.10

The results for the adiabatic approach are listed in Ta
I. As can be seen from the differences in evaluatingWXA or
WAX , the largest disagreements are of'1028 s and so the
present calculation of nonradiative lifetimes becomes hig
accurate. Taking now into account adiabatic diagonal cor
tions leads to the results reported in Table II. The vibratio

FIG. 2. Potential energy curves for LiH1S states in the diabatic represen
tation with and without the correction for the electroaffinity of hydrogen
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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levels are shifted to higher energies since this contributio
positive by construction, but the lifetimes remain very sim
lar to the previous ones and only a small difference can
noticed. Again, the difference between the calculations
volving WXA or WAX are extremely small and in any wa
much smaller than the difference arising from the inclus
of adiabatic corrections.

Having now studied the stability of the results within th
adiabatic scheme, it is interesting to notice that at this st
we have determined the position of vibrational levels on
within a few wave numbers while their nonradiative width
estimated with an accuracy several orders of magnitude
ter '1027 cm21. This is a nice advantage of the Golde
Rule approximation. Methods like the close coupling a
proach developed in the next section, which directly det
mine the width from the profile are faced to the difficulty th
the position should be determined with an accuracy sim
to the width, that is particularly acute here where we have
deal with extremely small widths.

III. CLOSE COUPLING CALCULATION IN THE
DIABATIC REPRESENTATION

Using now the diabatic representation, we have a ma
fold of eight states$w i% which are only coupled by the elec
tronic Hamiltonian. The continuum total wave function
energyE corresponding to thej open channel can be ex
panded as~incoming or outgoing character being considere!

FIG. 3. f i j ,hi j ,hii andhj j for the statesi 5X and j 5A.
o. 24, 22 December 1997
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10519Gadéa et al.: Nonradiative lifetimes for LiH
CE
j ~6 !5 (

i

n58

x iE
j ~6 !~R!w i . ~18!

After substitution in the Schro¨dinger equation, one arrives t
the usual coupled equations for the nuclear motion

@T1Vj j ~R!2E#x jE
j ~6 !~R!52(

iÞ j
Vi j ~R!x iE

j ~6 !~R!. ~19!

Above the lowest asymptote, which coincides with that
the adiabaticX state, all the vibrational states become re
nances and their associated wave functions present bo
bound and a continuum character. For well isolated re
nances, and following Fano,13 the ‘‘exact’’ wave function in
the neighborhood of a resonancel can be expressed as

CE
j ~6 !5aj~E!C l

bound1 ‘‘continuum part’’ ~20!

and then the square modulus of the bound amplitude

ua~E!u25(
j

uaj~E!u25(
j

u^C l
bounduCE

j ~6 !&u2 ~21!

presents a Lorentzian profile as a function of the energyE .
The width of this Lorentzian providesG, the inverse of the
lifetime t. A typical profile is depicted in Fig. 4 togethe
with the calculated point in energy. The fit by a Lorentzi

TABLE I. Position ~in cm21 relative to theX asymptote! and nonradiative
lifetimes ~in microsecond! for the vibrational levels of theA state using the
adiabatic representation. v: vibrational level,Ea: adiabatic Born-
Oppenheimer energy,tXA

a : nonradiative lifetime using the coupling operat
WXA , tAX

a : as before using nowWAX .

v Ea tXA
a tAX

a

0 6358.227 37.0253 37.0234
1 6637.557 6.1506 6.1502
2 6948.937 69.2767 69.2435
3 7282.841 15.7159 15.7112
4 7633.969 9.2685 9.2695
5 7998.020 10.1079 10.1045
6 8371.748 2.4466 2.4462
7 8752.649 4.3174 4.3165
8 9138.390 35.8141 35.8104
9 9526.951 6.7868 6.7842

10 9916.649 1.0389 1.0385
11 10305.877 0.4972 0.4971
12 10693.210 0.5155 0.5154
13 11077.309 1.0721 1.0718
14 11456.882 6.3649 6.3627
15 11830.638 84.9539 85.0009
16 12197.268 6.5636 6.5650
17 12555.373 18.1966 18.2058
18 12903.354 11.8331 11.8266
19 13239.274 0.9847 0.9845
20 13560.735 0.3475 0.3475
21 13864.668 0.2164 0.2164
22 14146.858 0.1917 0.1917
23 14401.257 0.1969 0.1969
24 14619.062 0.2736 0.2735
25 14787.092 0.4618 0.4617
26 14886.452 1.2876 1.2874
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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function is almost perfect. We turn now to the determinati
of the grid in energy and to the calculation of the bou
amplitude.

For very narrow resonances, whose widths are of
order of 1026 cm21 in this case, it is very difficult to locate
their exact positions unless a good initial guess can be e
mated. Due to adiabatic corrections, and more generally
bronic couplings and also the coupling with the continua,
resonance is shifted with respect to the adiabatic BO p
tion. To determine accurately enough the position (El) of

TABLE II. As Table I taking now into account the adiabatic corrections

v Eac tXA
ac tAX

ac

0 6361.346 36.6495 36.6477
1 6640.808 6.1378 6.1373
2 6952.376 69.5322 69.4988
3 7286.396 15.7970 15.7923
4 7637.586 9.4109 9.4119
5 8001.645 9.9385 9.9353
6 8375.335 2.4442 2.4437
7 8756.170 4.3450 4.3440
8 9141.826 36.8813 36.8774
9 9530.292 6.7103 6.7077

10 9919.894 1.0369 1.0365
11 10309.030 0.4978 0.4977
12 10696.280 0.5167 0.5166
13 11080.308 1.0752 1.0750
14 11459.827 6.3922 6.3900
15 11833.547 84.4772 84.5237
16 12200.165 6.5641 6.5655
17 12558.283 18.1738 18.1830
18 12906.302 11.8786 11.8721
19 13242.286 0.9865 0.9864
20 13563.825 0.3481 0.3480
21 13867.827 0.2168 0.2167
22 14150.033 0.1921 0.1920
23 14404.312 0.1974 0.1974
24 14621.753 0.2747 0.2746
25 14789.053 0.4652 0.4651
26 14887.277 1.3159 1.3157

FIG. 4. Lorentzian fit ofua(E)u2 ~arbitrary units! obtained through the di-
abatic close coupling scheme versus energy.E50 corresponds to the esti
mated zero-order position of the resonance, close to the energy of the v511
level in the adiabatic A state.
o. 24, 22 December 1997
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10520 Gadéa et al.: Nonradiative lifetimes for LiH
each resonance we have computed and diagonalized
Hamiltonian matrix as explained below. We evaluate the
act wave function and its bound amplitude at several en
gies around (El), A Lorentzian is then fitted toua(Ek)u2 to
obtain the exact position and the width of this resonance

A. Initial guess for the position of the resonances

To have a zero-order estimation of the position of t
resonances, we look for discrete solutions of the Schro¨dinger
equation

HC l5ElC l . ~22!

This is done in the diabatic scheme by building up the ma
representation of the Hamiltonian, i.e., the vibronic matr
in a given basis set and then diagonalizating it. By consid
ing the product of vibrational (xa ,a51,N) and electronic
(w i ,i 51,n) functions as basis set, the total wave function
then expanded as

C l5 (
i 51

n58

(
a51

N

Aia
l xa~R! w i[ (

i 51

n58

Bi~R! w i . ~23!

A block being related to a given electronic state, the kine
operator is block-diagonal while the potential operator p
sents both block-diagonal and block-extradiagonal terms

Hia, j b5^xaud i j T1Vi j uxb&. ~24!

For the vibrational basis set we have tested various
proaches. The most reliable results have been obtained w
using the eigenfunctions corresponding to the diabatic io
curve (VIon(R)), i.e., those satisfying the equation

F2
1

2m

]2

]R2
1VIon~R!Gxa~R!5Ea

Ionxa~R!. ~25!

They have been accurately determined by means of a
merov algorithm over a grid of 20000 points. The reason
this choice is that its well spans the whole interesting ene
ed

n

se
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range and leads to bound states which also span the w
interesting R range. Using the diabatic representation it is
necessary to compute again the nuclear kinetic operator s
we have

^w ixauTuw jxb&5d i j ~Ea
Iondab1^xauVii ~R!

2VIon~R!uxb&!. ~26!

In this way, only potential-like integrals have to be evaluat
for the full vibronic approach.

Since these zero-order bound states are immersed in
continua, it is difficult to determine with a single diagona
ization whether they correspond to resonances or to
cretized continuum functions. Based on stabilizati
methods,14 the identification of actual zero-order boun
states is performed by varying the number of vibration
functions in the basis set, from 100 to 120 in this case.
that only those eigenstates whose eigenvalues are almos
affected by this change correspond to resonances or to
bound states of the system. A discrete variable represe
tion, based on harmonic oscillators, have also been te
~with N about 300!, leading to larger vibronic matrices
Moreover, the bound and quasibound states are some o
of magnitude worse stabilized than the previous approac

B. Numerical calculation of za„E…z

The numerical resolution of the coupled differenti
equations, Eq.~19!, is done using the standard Fox-Numer
method15 in a radial grid composed bym equidistant points.
In this method the ratio square matrix, defined as

R~k21!5x~k21!x21~k! ~27!

is propagated fromk52 to m, being zero atk50 to fulfill
the regular boundary conditions atR50. In the previous
equation,x(k) is the generaln3n solution matrix of the
coupled differential equations atRk . Its columns with physi-
cal meaning, i.e., those forj <nop ~nop being the number of
open dissociative channels! satisfy the boundary conditions
x i
j~R! }

R→`

A 2m

p\2 5 Fd i j

sinkjR

Akj

1
coskiR

Aki

Ki , j G for i<nop

ekiR

Aki

Ei 2nop, j for nop, i ,n

. ~28!
es
Therefore, imposing the previous behavior forx at the two
last points of the radial grid and using the calculat
R(m21) matrix, the K and E matrices ~of dimension
nop3nop and n2nop3nop, respectively! are obtained and
alsox iE

j (Rm). Thus, the entire wave function can be reco
structed using Eq.~27! asx(k)5) j 5k

m21
R( j )x(m) in a sec-

ond backward propagation.
The K matrix provides the transformation from the

functions to the proper travelling ones through,
-

x~6 !~k!5x~k!~ I 7 iK !21. ~29!

Within this numerical procedure the bound amplitud
of the exact wave function at a given energyE become,

aj~E!5(
i 51

n E dRBi~R!x i
j ~6 !~R!

'D(
i

(
k

Bi~Rk!x i
j ~6 !~Rk! ~30!
o. 24, 22 December 1997
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10521Gadéa et al.: Nonradiative lifetimes for LiH
with D being the integration step. However, to compute a
store thex (6) matrix over all the points of the grid and the
perform these quadratures constitutes a formidable task
avoid the total reconstruction of the wave function, since
magnitudes of interest areaj (E), a new numerical procedur
is proposed in which the integral is being built up in paral
to the forward propagation to obtainR. For that purpose, the
vectorM , with nop components, is propagated according
the following scheme,

M j~1!5(
i 51

n

Bi~1!Ri , j~1!,

M j~k!5(
i 51

n

@Mi~k21!1Bi~k!#Ri , j~k! 2< k < m21,

~31!

M j~m!5D(
i 51

n

@Mi~m21!1Bi~m!#x i , j~m!~ I 7 iK !21.

Finally, aj (E)[M j (m) as can be easily verified. Simila
procedures have been successfully applied in prev
works.16

TABLE III. Position ~in cm21 relative to theX asymptote! and nonradiative
lifetimes ~in microsecond! for the vibrational levels of theA state using the
diabatic representation and the exact close coupling approach and com
son of the various results. v: vibrational level,E: vibronic energy,ta: non-
radiative lifetime using the adiabatic approach,tac: as before taking into
account the adiabatic corrections,t: close coupling nonradiative lifetime
tTill : nonradiative lifetime evaluated in Ref. 5.

v E ta tac t tTill

0 6361.372 37.02 36.65 38.732 200.
1 6640.891 6.15 6.14 6.051 47.
2 6952.551 69.26 69.52 69.764 20.
3 7286.694 15.71 15.79 15.556 1.3
4 7638.031 9.27 9.41 8.722
5 8002.252 10.11 9.94 10.669
6 8376.111 2.45 2.44 2.455
7 8757.115 4.32 4.34 4.299
8 9142.933 35.81 36.88 33.924
9 9531.552 6.79 6.71 7.255

10 9921.292 1.04 1.04 1.073
11 10310.550 0.50 0.50 0.506
12 10697.905 0.51 0.52 0.516
13 11082.018 1.07 1.07 1.031
14 11461.599 6.36 6.39 5.299
15 11835.356 84.98 84.50 263.711
16 12201.983 6.56 6.56 7.992
17 12560.081 18.20 18.19 19.504
18 12908.047 11.83 11.87 14.874
19 13243.938 0.98 0.99 1.143
20 13565.344 0.35 0.35 0.335
21 13869.169 0.22 0.22 0.241
22 14151.157 0.19 0.19 0.212
23 14405.188 0.20 0.20 0.214
24 14622.373 0.27 0.27 0.294
25 14789.432 0.46 0.47 0.491
26 14887.429 1.29 1.32 1.380
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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C. Results and discussion

Close coupling results are reported in Table III togeth
with adiabatic Golden Rule ones~averaged overWXA and
WAX) and also the previous estimations of Tillet al.5 As
illustrated in Fig. 4, the shift in the positions of the res
nances is extremely small, comparable to the nonradia
widths and smaller than 1025 cm21. Therefore, only vi-
bronic positions are reported in Table III together with t
nonradiative lifetimes but not these extremely small shi
Except for v515, the agreement with Golden Rule estim
tions is remarkable as can be expected for isolated and
life resonances. However, the present values are not in ag
ment with the estimations of Tillet al., perhaps due to the
fact that part of the coupling was ignored in their approa
and, in addition, their calculation relies on differentXa po-
tentials. In contrast with that estimation, where the lifetim
decrease monotonically as the vibrational level increases,
present results show an erratic evolution which should
related to the very unusual shape of the A state adiab
potential. The vibrational levels 0, 2, 8, and 15 presen
particularly long nonradiative lifetime, a characteristic whi
could be exploited in further experiments.

Finally, we compare the exact close coupling wave fun
tion and the adiabatic one. For that purpose the density p
ability is reported in Figure 5 for v50 and v511. At this
scale it is not possible to distinguish the two approaches
illustration of the adequation of the Born-Oppenheimer se
ration. To see differences we can compare the energies
ported in Tables I, II, and III. Shifts of the order of magn
tude of a few wave numbers can then be observed ma
due to the adiabatic corrections.

IV. CONCLUSION

Using diabatic and adiabatic representations, nonra
tive lifetimes for all the vibrational levels of the A state hav
been accurately determined. The very good agreement
tween the various approaches despite they used compl

ari-

FIG. 5. Comparison of amplitude density probabilities between adiab
and diabatic schemes. Diamonds and squares: adiabatic approach for50
and v511, respectively, in theA state. Full lines: corresponding diabat
results.
o. 24, 22 December 1997
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10522 Gadéa et al.: Nonradiative lifetimes for LiH
different couplings illustrates the accuracy of the present
culations and shows the validity of Golden Rule estimatio
Small changes of the potentials have also been tested inv
ing the adiabatic corrections. They do not lead to import
modifications of the nonradiative lifetimes which appear
robust estimations with methodological as well as numer
stability. The nonradiative lifetimes for theA state are in the
order of microseconds in agreement with previous estim
tions. However, they present large and rather erratic va
tions with the vibrational levels. We expect that the pres
contribution will encourage further experimental studies
this simplest heteroatomic molecule.
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